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INTRODUCTION

Paintings in the present exhibition are for the major part painted in the last ten years. But representative examples retrospect to the commencement of the Thirties, when I first travelled to Europe at the age of twenty. A number of works like “The Execution”, “The Meeting”, the large “Metropolitan Crowd”, and the “Waterloo Station” series, and engravings like the “Chess Players”, “The Jail”, “Man and the Machine”, and “Victims of Demolition” span the Forties and Fifties, and, as can be noted from their titles, are directly concerned with “events” and “social commentary.”

By temperament and preference, I have been, from the early age of seventeen, an abstract painter. Told however, that on no account would I be permitted to paint “from nature”, I would, I am sure, rebel and be irresistibly drawn to representation. But I have enjoyed the freedom to do both, and therefore with a number of exceptions, a few portrait drawings and the pictures titled above, the paintings are abstract and presentational, not representational. I proceed from the general to the particular, from the abstract to the concrete, or the abstraction to the concrescence.

However, I am not fanatical about this. I am not alarmed if the painting in the course of its development may be seen to resemble something else, for instance, a plant, a leaf, a bird, a bone or a crystal. It often helps me to find a title for the picture; always a problem for an abstract painter. Hence titles like “Phyllomorph”, “Kleidomorph” provide a way of recognising the picture and referring to the class to which it belongs. The English vocabulary is very short of words to describe shapes and forms. A. N. Whitehead remarked that we had no language to describe the “shapiness” of shapes. A motor car window, composed say of four intersecting ellipses, we call a “carresque”, not a square with curved sides and rounded corners. I believe that this linguistic difficulty hinders ap-
preciation of abstract form, abstract colour, in their own right.

In 1926, there was already a very strong reaction against abstract painting in Russia, and artists who are now well known to us, moved to France and Germany. Dadaism and Surrealism were the radical opponents of Social Realism. In London in 1930, I met no one then practising abstract painting. There was a good deal of interest in Mexican artists like Diego Rivera, Jose Grozco, and David Siqueiros. Abstract painting I was told was "passe" "old hat", and it was impossible to show abstract pictures for several years. Nevertheless, I went to Paris and on to Berlin and found that abstract painting was still persevering, but was shortly by Goebbels and Hitler to be driven out of Germany. Many artists were involved, among them staff members of the now famous "Bauhaus". This time Britain and America rather than France provided the refuge.

The emotional tension rose with civil war in Spain, Fascism, Nazism, and Stalinism led us to World War II. Pictures of protest and tragedy were unavoidable. But the direct statement is not the only way, sometimes an artist can proceed by way of negation. What he does not paint, his restraint, can be just as evocative. A silence opposed to a shout.

My present paintings, as in the earlier work, are indirectly about a person, a personage, or persona; two people encountering, attracting, repelling; a group of people more rarely a proliferation, a crowd.

Visually, the concern is architectural equilibrium, presentational immediacy, or directness of optical impact for the spectator.

The four small recent collages once more reveal a magnetic pull towards a social commetation still rather tentative. Merlyn Evans
The Luffliants, Tempera, 1934
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